
HORIZONTAL

Ensure continuous supply of concrete

Use steel standard form panels 

Back-up equipment and quick response 

plan in the event of failure

High-rate placement systems (>100 m3/h)

like boom pumps, tremies, conveyor belts

Maximize reuse of forms 

Enable repetition of operative cycle to 

maintain smooth workflow

Evalue the risk of joints appearing during

all construction stages

Enhance productivity and minimize

delivery time

High quality of centrifuge concrete

High-production speed

No need of inner core

Non-monolithic

High energy requirements to spin

Increase of maintenance due to 

the presence of joints. 

Minimum transport

Logistic difficulties

Extremely expensive

High throughput

Technological simplicity

Low execution risk

Large up-front costs to

manufacture massive mold 

Permanency of facilities

High-production speed

Risk of cold-joints occurring

Very time-sensitive

High execution risk

Around-the-clock pouring of concrete

Use self-propelled formwork systems that slide on temporary service 

tracks and with the ability to retract-collapse 

Prioritize use of commercial products from the tunnel industry

Use vibrating form panels

Mechanize form erecting, stripping, cleaning and treating 

Use inner concreting train(s)

Use self-propelled devices for removal of inner forms 

On-site steel welding workshop for form panel fabrication and repair 

and rebar welding. 

Watertight structure of excellent quality

Durable under harsh offshore conditions

Cost-efficient construction

Post-tensioning equipment

Minimal  handling of finished structure 

Smooth transition construction-transport

Concrete poured radially Concrete poured from above Concrete poured axiallyp

Through valves at different heights 

on the inner or outer forms panels

CONCRETE PLACEMENT SCHEMES:

High-production speed

Use experience from pipe jacking

High-jacking forces on form panels

Loads exerted on panels lead 

to buckling and early replacement

of forms 

Create value through new technology 

Highly automated 

Uncertain outcome

Unproven and  requires research

Horizontal placement is difficult and slow

CONSTRUCTION POSSIBILITIES FOR MONOLITHIC CONCRETE
SPAR BUOY SERIAL PRODUCTION

CLIMENT MOLINS, ADRIÁN YAGÜE, PAU TRUBAT

Unpractical handling

Incompatible transport

Large water depth required

Only feasible at very specific 

locations (fjords)

Quick delivery

Optimized form-handling  

Large up-front costs to 

hhhdesign and build traveler

Ideal way of filling forms Difficult and time consuming

REQUIREMENTS

VERTICAL


